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Organizations around the 
globe are being sucked into 

a VUCA Vortex that has 
already wiped out over half 

of the Fortune 500 since 
the year 2000.



Historically, market economies have been characterized by extended 
periods of stability, occasionally punctuated by short, disruptive and 
unstable periods that stretch the Social, Technical, Economic and 
Political (STEP) fabric into a fundamentally new landscape.

Technological innovations such as the printing press, the steam 
engine and the transistor were catalysts in creating STEP level 
changes in their respective eras.  Today, we find ourselves in the 
midst of yet another revolutionary step-change that the World 
Economic Forum has characterized as the “Fourth Industrial 
Revolution,” which they argue entails nothing less than the 
transformation of human kind.1  

In 1993 – less than 10,000 days ago – average users were 
introduced to the Internet and Mosaic v 1.0, the first browser that 
offered a user friendly interface and a free download.  The response 
was overwhelming and internet traffic began rising rapidly – the 
revolution had begun.  A scant two decades later, a projected 6.4 
billion digitally connected “things” are in use worldwide, with 
millions more connecting to the infrastructure each day. 2  Today’s 
Internet and its vast network of social and mobile descendants have 
converged to create a digital nervous system that is continuously 
redefining how people connect, communicate, collaborate and take 
collective action. 

The scale and pace of this revolutionary step change is truly 
unprecedented and still ongoing – resulting in a severe case 
of digital vertigo where Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and 
Ambiguity (VUCA) are increasing without bound. 

The accelerative impact of this VUCA world is being felt palpably 
across society, geography and industry. Over 86% of executives 
surveyed anticipate that the pace of technology change will increase 
rapidly or at an unprecedented rate over the next three years.3   
More than two-thirds of business leaders believe that the next three 
years will be more critical for their industries than the previous 50.4

History has also shown that revolutionary technologies prompt 
unstable periods of economic discontinuity, as well as swift and 
significant changes in how organizations create, deliver and capture 
value. Organizations around the globe are being sucked into a VUCA 
Vortex that has already wiped out over half of the Fortune 500 since 
the year 2000. 

As this VUCA Vortex continues to expand, it is ushering in an 
era of “Digital Darwinism” where markets shift in the blink of 
an eye, disruptive technologies wipe out age-old industries at 
unprecedented rates and previously successful products and 
services are rendered obsolete almost overnight.5

Incumbent organizations in established industries are suddenly 
finding themselves increasingly vulnerable. Industry leaders 
surveyed believe that roughly four of today’s top 10 incumbents (in 
terms of market share) will be displaced.6  The fact that the average 
life-span of an organization today is now shorter than that of an 
average employee is the most compelling evidence that we are 
living in an era of Digital Darwinism.7 

86 % of executives anticipate the pace 
of technology change will increase 
rapidly over the next three years.

2/3 of business leaders believe that the 
next three years will be more critical for 
their industries than the previous 50.

Section 1 
Here Comes the VUCA Vortex

“In short, software is eating the world.”

-Marc Andreessen



Today’s organizations 
are suffering from 
a severe case of 
structural lag where 
their internal time 
signatures are 
increasingly out of 
sync with the external 
pace of change.



To avoid extinction in an environment where the only constant is 
change, leadership must ensure that organizations become more 
responsive to unanticipated market shifts, more resilient to unpredicted 
technological disruptions and more adaptive to unforeseen deviations 
from expected norms. 

Today’s organizations were designed to operate well in a world that 
no longer exists. Most of them came into being during stable and 
predictable times when their primary objective was to increase the 
efficiency and standardization of practices and routines, and to achieve 
maximum productivity in bringing tangible products to a well-defined 
market. Occasionally, they needed to adjust some levers, but those 
changes carried them forward for some time to come. 

Today, those same core capabilities that were developed to maximize 
operational efficiency have instead become core rigidities that limit 
their ability to sense and quickly respond to shifts in the external 
marketplace. In short, today’s organizations are suffering from a 
severe case of structural lag where their internal time signatures are 
increasingly out of sync with the external pace of change. 

In their efforts to close this widening gap, many continue adjusting the 
organizational structure, systems and process levers that worked in the 
past. In fact, nearly half of all CEOs launch a re-organization during their 
first two years on the job.  An astounding 96% of organizations today 
are in some phase of transformation8 and nearly half have completed 
at least one transformation initiative in the last 24 months.9  

The unfortunate reality is that most of these initiatives fall flat in 
terms of delivering better performance and capturing the desired 
value.  Across the board, the research data tells a disappointing story.  
Less than one-third of re-organizations produced any meaningful 
improvement in performance, most had no effect and some actually 
destroyed value.10 As many as 54% of transformation exercises fail 
to be adopted and sustained.11 Less than half of executives (47%) 
believe they can extract and maintain the planned value from a future 
transformation initiative and only half of them believe they can create 
short-term transformation wins.12

Nearly 1/2 of all CEOs launch a 
re-organization during their first 
two years on the job.

96% of organizations today are 
in some phase of transformation 
and nearly half have completed 
at least one transformation in 
the last 23 months.

Less than 1/3 of re-organizations 
produced any real meaningful 
improvement in performance.

As many as 54% 
of transformation 
exercises fail to 
be adopted and 
sustained.

47% of executives believe they can extract and maintain the planned value 
from a future transformation initiative and 51% believe they can create 
short-term transformation wins.

Section 2 
An Over-Rotation 
on Transformation

“It’s not the big that eat the small, it’s the fast that 
eat the slow”

-Jennings and Haughton



As the planet careens 
forward into a future that 

is increasingly data rich 
but certainty poor, the 

need for leaders who are 
ready for what’s next 

becomes even more acute.



In experiencing the pain of unsuccessful transformation 
efforts, business leaders are recognizing that change 
is no longer something to be managed in and of itself. 
Instead, they are beginning to realize that change 
now resides at the core of every organization and the 
tensions and tradeoffs it throws off are what leadership 
must attend to in a more synchronized and coordinated 
way across the business. 

The key to avoiding becoming yet another victim to the 
VUCA Vortex does not lie in discretely transforming the 
organization’s structure, systems and processes from 
one static state to another.  By the time transformation 
is complete, it is also obsolete, and the cycle continues.  
The real leverage lies in cultivating agile leadership 
system – developing a perpetual state of readiness for 
the unexpected, and knowing what people, process 
and technology levers to pull at the right time to 
synchronize with an increasingly unpredictable market. 
Nine out of ten executives believe organization agility 
is critical to business success resulting in faster time to 
market, improved operating efficiency, more satisfied 
customers and employees, as well as higher revenues.13

In times of disruptive change, leaders have always 
emerged to help bridge the gap between an untenable 
present and an uncertain future. They have stood ready 
to lead others on an uncharted journey, confident in 
their collective ability to deal with any eventuality. 
As the planet careens forward into a future that is 
increasingly data rich but certainty poor, the need for 
leaders who are ready for what’s next becomes even 
more acute.   

Simply put, the real key to avoiding the pull of the 
VUCA Vortex lies in ensuring that the organization has 
VUCA ready leadership. The top 20% of organizations 
performing well financially today are three times more 
likely to have VUCA capable leaders than the bottom 
20%. Unfortunately, less than two-thirds of those 
leaders surveyed were either “highly confident” or 
“very confident” in their ability to meet the challenge.14  

While 75% of CEOs say that a skilled, educated and 
adaptable workforce should be a priority for business , 
only 27% of leaders reported they were very prepared 
to be the kind of leader that creates an optimal 

workplace where employees deliver their very best.  
Perhaps it is not surprising that 89% of executives 
rated the need to strengthen, re-engineer and improve 
organizational leadership as an important priority.17  

To address this priority, leaders will need to bring 
together disparate and diverse sets of people to 
collectively intuit the way forward in a world that is 
increasingly drowning in data but devoid of direction.  
It will mean rethinking and reorienting much of what 
they have previously believed about what it means 
to lead; and it will mean cultivating the true agility 
that the modern day organization needs to avoid the 
strengthening pull of the VUCA vortex.

Is your leadership ready for what’s next?

Duke Corporate Education
Strategic Leadership Solutions
September 2016

Less than 2/3 of leaders were 
either “highly confident” or 
“very confident” in their ability 
to meet the VUCA challenge.

75% of CEOs say that a 
skilled and adaptable 
workforce should be a 
priority for business.

89% of executives rated the need to strengthen, re-engineer and improve 
organizational leadership as an important priority. 

Section 3 
Developing VUCA Ready Leadership

9/10 executives believe 
organization agility is critical 
to business success9/10

“We need to develop leaders who can confidently 
step into the breach of uncertainty believing that their 
organizations are ready to deal with  any eventuality.”

-Retired General Martin Dempsey
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